DO YOU HAVE A CERTIFIED MNSP?

Is April 17, 2021 highlighted on your calendar? The Outdoor EMV liability shift deadline is now less than six months away and you must have a certified omni-channel [MNSP] to complete your deployment.

What’s Holding You Back?

According to the 2020merchant EMV Preparedness Report, 95% of surveyed sites have not completed a full-Outdoor EMV deployment.

Top deployment challenges:
1. Not sure how to pay for it
2. Lack of available software
3. Lack of available hardware
4. Currently have other priorities

Did You Know...

Gibarco and Verfone require a certified MNSP to support critical functions for their point-of-sale (POS) solutions.

Avoid the Bottleneck

The longer you wait to order your MNSP upgrade and schedule your vendors, the more you put your business at risk.

- Local teams for services are getting longer.
- Skilled technicians are in short supply.
- All non-essential sites are competing for the same limited resources.

This is especially true for completing your Outdoor EMV initiatives.

Take These 4 Steps Now

To simplify your MNSP upgrade, choose an experienced partner that has already performed thousands of deployments.

STEP 1
Check with your brand (if applicable) and order the recommended MNSP solution ASAP.

STEP 2
Start preparing your team, vendors, networks, and IT systems to avoid delays and complications.

STEP 3
Install your MNSP solution and test it thoroughly.

STEP 4
Complete any remaining elements of your Outdoor EMV initiatives.

Schedule Your Upgrade Today

You can’t afford to wait. As a certified MNSP for Verfone and Gibarco POS, PDI can help deliver MNSPs like you complete your Outdoor EMV solutions. Start now at pdisolutions.com/cyber